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JEWELLERY

1.
A 1920s five stone diamond
ring, graduating transitional brilliant
cuts in platinum settings on an 18ct
gold band, 2.7g and size P £80-120

2.
A vintage three strand
cultured pearl necklace, with silver
and marcasite clasp, together with a
pair of pearl stud earrings (3) £60-100

3.
An Edwardian and later
diamond brooch, the later 18ct white
gold double hoop mount with a panel
of nine old cut stones, 4.4g £300-500
4.
A pair of 1970s 9ct gold
earrings, modelled as fox masks, each
with red stone eyes, 6.2g (2) £60-100

5.
An Art Deco period sapphire
and diamond three stone ring, oval
blue sapphire flanked by a pair of
brilliant cuts, in traditional mount with
an 18ct gold band, 2.7g and size P
£150-250

6.
A Victorian diamond brooch,
the silver and gold mount having old
cut diamonds to the horseshoe and
with a single stone to the centre and
terminals, 6g and 4.2cm £200-300
11.
A good mid 20th century
certified
diamond
solitaire
engagement ring, with Anchor Cert
certificate stating the brilliant cut to
be 2.04ct and being colour H and VVS
clarity, presented in an unmarked
white metal, probably platinum split
shoulder mount, 2.9g and size N (2)
£6000-10000
7.
An antique gold and gem set
posy style ring, the shaped tablet with
emeralds and rough cut diamonds,
probably 18ct, dated 4-10-55, 3g and
size P £100-200

8.
A vintage 9ct gold brooch,
modelled as an owl sitting with leaf
surround with green stone eyes, 3.3g
and 3cm £60-100

9.
An 18ct gold wedding
band, 5.2g, together with a gold and
diamond signet ring, 2.3g and two 9ct
gold and tiger’s eye signet rings, 7g (4)
£150-250
10.
Four pairs of 9ct gold and
yellow metal earrings, 4.3g, together
with a pair of purple stone stud
earrings and one other, two 9ct gold
lady’s wristwatches, 23.3g, with spare
links, several earring backs and three
interlocking silver bangles (parcel)
£200-300

12.
A collection of jewellery,
including a 9ct gold and garnet
necklace, a white and black pearl
necklace, a pearl and amethyst
necklace and more (parcel) £100-150
13.
An Edwardian 15ct gold and
aquamarine necklace, the chain
supporting a round cut light blue stone
with bar and further pear shaped light
blue stone, 3.3g £70-100

14.
Two 9ct gold and opal rings,
together with a 9ct gold and synthetic
ruby ring, a silver and gold mounted
cameo and a modern silver gilt
bracelet (5) £120-180

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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15.
A 1960s Middle Eastern
14ct gold ring mount, 3.8g, one claw
damaged, together with a synthetic
colour change Alexandrite (2) £60-100

16.
Five vintage and modern
items of gold jewellery, including a
bamboo bangle, a gold front and back
heart locket on 9ct gold chain, an ingot
on chain, a 14ct marked flat necklace,
AF, 28.2g and a 9ct gold portrait locket
on gold plated chain (5) £250-350

17.
A vintage Chinese jade and
white metal ring, together with a
green hardstone band ring (2) £50-80

18.
A modern 9ct gold necklace,
with flattened oval links, hallmarked,
33.3g £280-320

21.
A collection of jewellery,
including three charm bracelets and
a coin example, an RAF sweetheart
brooch, three pairs of earrings, a silver
and marcasite ring and also a VOC
copper token marked 1748 (parcel)
£50-80

22.
A modern 18ct gold emerald
and diamond ring, with a central
cabochon emerald with square cuts
to the shoulder further heightened by
eight brilliant cuts to each shoulder,
together with a similar pendant on an
18ct gold smooth link necklace, 16.5g
(2) £300-500

23.
A vintage gold and emerald
signet ring, the oval green stone, in
need of repolishing in rubbed over
setting, not marked, possibly 14ct,
6.5g and size Q £80-120

26.
A mid 19th Century 18ct gold
emerald and diamond cluster ring,
old cuts surrounding a round green
stone in mount with split shoulders,
marked 18, 3.2g and size P £200-300

27.
A pretty Victorian gold
emerald and diamond jabot, the two
safety pins supporting chain set with
seed pearls and supporting a heart
shaped cluster, in a fitted heart shaped
box (2) £200-300

28.
A mid 20th Century gold
sapphire and seed pearl bracelet,
the large blue sapphire in jointed
mount set with small pearls on a chain
bracelet, 7.6g £300-500

19.
A 1960s gold and citrine dress
ring, together with a pair of similar
screw back earrings, 8.2g (3) £60-100

20.
Four Art Deco and later
wedding bands, one plain 22ct gold
example, 4.5g, an engraved 18ct gold
band, 3.8g, a platinum band, 3.2g and
22ct gold and platinum ring, 2.8g (4)
£250-350
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24.
Five gold rings, one white
metal with three stones marked 14k,
a sapphire and diamond example, an
Art Deco three stone marked 18ct, a
9ct gold sapphire and diamond seven
stone and one other (5) £180-220
25.
A Victorian and later 9ct gold
watch chain, supporting two fob seals,
27g £180-220

29.
A Victorian 15ct gold necklace,
presented in a fitted Carrington & Co
case, the fringe necklace with support
for a detachable star shaped pendant
or brooch, along with two spare
sections of links, 18.2g (5) £500-800
3

30.
A modern 18ct gold and gem
set expanding ring by Chopard, the
hinged thick band set with tear drop
shaped blue sapphires and emeralds
and heightened by diamonds, marked
to inner, 21.2g, size range from O to T
£1000-1500

31.
A modern 18ct gold opal and
diamond pendant, the polished opal
boulder in shaped mount set with
baguette and brilliant cuts to upper,
on a smooth link 18ct gold necklace,
14.8g £600-800

34.
A modern 18ct gold and
diamond ring, the tapered band with
five brilliant cuts in zig zag setting,
hallmarked, also with dragon stamp
and CD, 6.2g and size R/S £300-500

35.
A modern 14ct gold and gem
set bracelet, the line links set with
garnets, peridots and citrines, 14.6g
and 21.5cm £300-400

36.
An early 20th Century 18ct
gold signet ring, blank tablet, bent,
9.8g, together with a 9ct gold example,
4.7g (2) £200-300
32.
A modern 18ct gold and
diamond eternity ring, the white gold
band with applied yellow gold crosses
and alternating pairs of brilliant cuts,
10.5g and size O £500-700

37.
A Victorian 9ct gold muff
chain, small belcher link opera length
chain with watch snap clasp marked
9c and C.J.M, 26.6g, together with a
yellow metal fob seal, 7.8g £300-400
33.
A modern heavy 18ct gold
bracelet, having double rope twist and
bound links joined by shackles, 39.7g
£800-1200

39.
A Victorian gold and diamond
stick pin, the claw set old cut in mount
marked 15ct, pin possibly 9ct, 1.2g
£80-120

40.
A modern Chinese hardstone
bead necklace, the clasp marked 14k,
also with gilt beads, together with a
pair of Chinese carved hardstone fish
shaped pendant earrings (3) £120-180

41.
A modern 18ct white gold
and diamond ring, having an approx
0.25ct old cut in rubbed over setting
and three small channel set baguette
cuts to each side, 5g and size M
£120-180

42.
A very large citrine pendant,
the square step cut green tinged stone
in a high carat frame mount with bale,
3.8cm wide £400-600

38.
Two pairs of Art Deco and
later 9ct gold cufflinks, 12.7g, each in
a vintage cufflink retailers box (6)
£100-150

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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43.
An unstrung Art Deco period
Baltic amber bead necklace, faceted
oval beads, largest 3cm (parcel)
£200-300

47.
Two pairs of modern gold and
gem set stud earrings, including an
emerald and diamond pair of yellow
9ct gold, and a sapphire and diamond
pair in 9ct gold, with boxes (6) £60-80

51.
A pair of Edwardian paste
set pendant earrings, presented in a
W.Phillips box (3) £100-200

52.
A vintage 18ct gold and pearl
bar brooch, with single white pearl to
centre and heightened by three eight
cuts in white metal to each side, 2.7g
and 5.7cm £60-100
44.
A modern 9ct gold sapphire
and diamond cocktail dress ring, the
shaped pierced tablet centred with
seven oval blue sapphires with small
brilliant cut border, 6.8g and size W
£300-500

48.
A 1970s 18ct gold and three
stone diamond gentleman’s signet
ring, the brilliant cuts in gypsy illusion
settings, hallmarked, 9.4g and size T
£300-500

45.
A modern silver marcasite and
turquoise pendant necklace, together
with a white metal cuff bracelet in the
form of a belt, and another example
with woven body and marked 925 and
T & Co (3) £70-100

49.
Seven 20th century gold rings,
including a 14ct gold wedding band,
two 9ct gold signet rings, and also in
9ct gold a smoky quartz single stone,
two with rubies and one emerald
solitaire, 17.2g (7) £200-300

46.
A modern gold and mystic
topaz associated suite of jewellery,
comprising a 10k marked dress ring, a
pair of earrings and pendant on chain
marked 9ct, 15.5g (4) £120-180
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50.
Three single strand white
cultured pearl necklaces, together
with a six strand example and a
simulated pearl necklace and a box (6)
£100-150

53.
A late Victorian 15ct gold
sapphire and zircon ring, the heavy
thick tapering band set with a pair
of clear stones and a larger oval blue
stone, marked 15c, 11g and size N
£200-300

54.
A vintage gold brooch, having
oval simulated opal, base metal pin,
5.3cm £60-100

55.
A 1960s ruby and diamond
spray brooch, the white metal mount,
possibly 14ct white gold, in the form
of a flower and leaf spray and set with
red oval stones and heightened by
small brilliant cuts, 9g and 3.5cm, in a
fitted case (2) £300-500
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64.
Three Art Deco and later
18ct gold and gem set rings, one with
flower head of garnets and a centre
clear stone, and two with platinum
illusion tablets, 5.6g (3) £80-120

56.
A vintage 18ct gold and three
stone garnet ring, marked 750, 5g
and size N, with T.H. Garlick & Co of
Newbury box (2) £80-120

60.
A collection of jewellery,
including various gilt and other jewels
such as an owl and a fox brooch
(parcel) £50-100

57.
A pair of 1960s 18ct gold
and diamond earrings, in the form of
pierced flower heads and centred by a
brilliant cut, on post, 5g, in Charles Fox
box (3) £100-150

61.
A modern 9ct gold and
diamond engagement ring, the white
gold circular tablet set with several
small brilliant cuts, 2.1g and size K
£50-80

65.
Two items of jewellery,
including an Alpine scene enamel
brooch in gold brooch or pendant
mount, a 9ct gold and cameo ring, a
9ct gold photograph locket, an RAF
sweetheart brooch and other costume
jewels (10) £80-120

62.
A modern 9ct gold necklace,
long flattened link chain, 50.7g and
56cm open £450-550

66.
A 1970s 18ct white gold and
diamond dress ring, the cluster with
two concentric rings of small brilliant
cuts centred by a larger example, 4.2g
and size L / M £120-180

58.
An early 20th Century silver
and enamel brooch, shield shaped
with Celtic motifs, Birmingham 1919
by A.H.D & S, 3.8cm £80-120

59.
A late Victorian silver plated
chain, supporting a silver plated vesta
case, together a white metal bracelet
and a facet cut garnet bead necklace
(3) £60-80

63.
A 1970s Middle Eastern gold
bangle, hinged with single line to
centre, marked 14k, 22.2g £200-300

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

67.
A pair of vintage Middle
Eastern yellow metal bangles, each
torq style with pointed terminals and
engraved designs, 26.4g (2) £300-500

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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68.
A gold nugget pendant, with
applied gold bale, on a 9ct gold chain,
6g £80-120

69.
Three Art Deco and later 18ct
gold and gem set rings, one a sapphire
and diamond example, lacking a
sapphire, also a five stone and a three
stone diamond ring, 7.2g (3) £150-250

72.
A 9ct gold and garnet ring and
earrings, 5.4g, together with a gold
and amethyst dress ring, 5.2g (2)
£100-150

73.
A collection of silver and other
jewellery and other items, including a
pretty Middle Eastern silver coloured
bracelet, a charm bracelet, two silver
bangles, two gold coloured lockets,
two further charm bracelets and more
(parcel) £100-150

76.
A Victorian 9ct gold bracelet,
with three strands of facet oval links
and chased terminals with a diamond
shaped slide, now converted to a
necklace with an additional length of
three strand chains, 25.2g £200-300

77.
A modern 9ct gold and
emerald pendant and earrings set,
quatrefoil with four green stones and
centred with a small clear stone, the
pendant on chain, in boxes (5)
£60-100

70.
Two Victorian or later
yellow metal locket pendants, one
rectangular, the other oval on a
belcher link chain (2) £200-300
74.
An early 20th Century
15ct gold and blue zircon pendant,
presented on a white metal chain,
3.5g, with a vintage box (2) £100-150
78.
A modern 9ct gold Cleopatra
style fringe necklace, together with a
9ct gold elongated Greek key design
necklace, 32.4g (2) £300-400
71.
A 1970s 9ct gold wedding
band and bracelet, 9.2g, together
with Victorian 9ct gold citrine and
seed pearl brooch, AF, a 9ct gold and
pearl stick pin, a child’s 9ct gold and
onyx signet ring, two pairs of earrings,
three pendants and a damaged heart
shaped padlock clasp, 16g (parcel)
£250-350
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75.
A Victorian gold and seed
pearl bangle, having crescent and star
design set with small white pearls on
hinged three band bangle, 14.2g
£120-180

79.
A suite of 1970s tri-colour
9ct gold jewellery from Landstrom’s,
comprising pendant on chain, pendant
earrings and a ring, 14.2g, in two boxes
(6) £120-180
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89.
Three pairs of modern gilt
cufflinks with hardstones £70-100
80.
A collection of modern
jewellery and watches, including a
9ct gold mounted pearl pendant and
earrings, a cultured pearl necklace, a
blue stone pendant and more (parcel)
£100-150

81.
A Victorian 18ct gold and
three stone signet ring, together with
an Edwardian diamond and ruby ring
on an 18ct gold shank, 5.5g (2)
£120-180

84.
A Victorian carved jet muff
chain, with rectangular and circular
links, 67cm closed £100-200

90.
A mid 20th Century gold and
amethyst necklace, having pendant to
fringe and several colette set purple
stones to chain, marked 750 to clasp,
6.8g £120-180
85.
A modern silver emerald and
pearl necklace £60-100

91.
A modern pair of gilt lapis
lazuli and red stone cufflinks £60-80
86.
Two early 20th Century 22ct
gold wedding bands, both plain, 6g (2)
£120-180
82.
A collection of gold and yellow
metal and gold plated jewellery,
including three 9ct gold front and
backed lockets, other lockets, a 9ct
gold Chinese pendant on chain, others
chains and more (parcel) £250-350
87.
A modern pair of lapis lazuli
cufflinks £60-80

83.
A collection of 9ct gold
earrings, together with other yellow
metal earrings and several items of
cameo mounted jewellery (parcel)
£150-250

88.
An early 20th Century gold
and gem set ring, marked 585, with a
cluster of opals centred by a red stone,
3.2g and size P, with an old ring box (2)
£60-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

92.
A collection of six Victorian
and later gold and gem set rings,
including an 18ct gold and five stone
turquoise example, an Art Deco two
stone diamond ring, a mourning
ring and others, also a P.J. Scruton of
Newbury ring box (7) £150-250

93.
A collection of Victorian and
later jewellery, including a French jet
or black glass flappers necklace, a 9ct
gold cross on chain, a 9ct gold and
peridot bar brooch in box and more
(parcel) £100-150

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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94.
A Victorian gold bangle, oval
form with one half plain, the other
with neo-classical design, 23.3g,
internally 5.8cm x 5.4cm £200-300

98.
An Art Deco and later bangle
and earrings set, white metal curved
earrings with three bands of blue
sapphires and two rows of brilliant
cuts, the bangle having similar panel
on a gold oval hinged plain bangle, 13g
(3) £200-300

95.
Three Art Deco and later gold
and gem set rings, one 18ct gold with
platinum tablet centred by a ruby and
with small diamonds, 2.7g, another
with a sapphire and clear stones
marked 585, 1.9g and a 9ct gold and
moonstone example, 2.6g (3) £80-120
99.
A vintage Middle Eastern
yellow metal necklace, the high
carat gold chain of oblong links with
S shaped clasp bearing strike marks,
22.7g £500-800

96.
A Victorian gold bangle, one
half with rope twist edging and tablet
set with sapphires and diamonds, with
safety chain, 10.6g, 5.8cm internal
diameter £100-200

97.
A modern 18ct gold sapphire
and diamond three stone ring, central
rectangular cut blue sapphire flanked
by a pair of princess cuts, hallmarked,
3.4g and size M £250-350
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102.
An Edwardian period three
stone emerald and diamond ring, the
central square cut emerald flanked by
a pair of old cuts each approx 0.5ct, on
a white metal shank which has been
replaced, 3g and size O, with an old
ring box (2) £500-800

103.
A pair of 19th Century silver
and paste earrings, heightened with
enamel border, AF, probably once
buttons but now with post backs (2)
£60-100

100.
A vintage Middle Eastern gold
and three stone ring, marked 585,
with three clear stones, possibly CZs,
2.6g £50-80

104.
A 1980s 18ct gold signet ring,
having intaglio rampant lion with
dagger family crest, 6.4g and L
£100-150

101.
A Victorian diamond set
brooch, the gold and silver mount
having central heart with wings and
encrusted with old cut stones, 2.7g
and 3.2cm wide, in a vintage box (2)
£300-500

105.
A Victorian diamond brooch,
the gold and silver oval pierced
starburst and flower bud mount
set with old cuts and some rose cut
stones, removable pin to rear, 11.5g
and 3.6cm £300-500
9

106.
A pair of 9ct gold and seed
pearl earrings, clusters centred with
an amethyst and with clip backs, 4.4g
(2) £50-70

107.
A Georgian posy ring, having a
six pearl cluster centred with a square
cut emerald and a small ruby to each
side, the pierced shoulders with fine
engraving, not marked, with plaited
hair under tablet £100-200

110.
A yellow metal medical
identity bracelet, 9.8g, marked
10k, marked Megan Claxton Taking
Warfarin under panel £80-120

111.
Two modern 9ct gold and
gem set rings, 6.1g (2) £70-100

112.
Two pairs of modern 9ct gold
earrings, together with a pair of 9ct
gold and purple stone earrings, a 9ct
gold and purple stone pendant and
other earrings (parcel) £80-120

108.
A late 19th Century Chinese
jade brooch, the oval carved and
pierced light coloured hardstone panel
with a bird amongst scrolling foliage,
5.8cm high and 22.5g, with a gold pin
applied to reverse £100-200

115.
A 1980s 9ct gold gentleman’s
bracelet, having textured flattened
links, hallmarked, 56g £500-700

116.
Two 1980s 9ct gold bracelets,
one of flattened textured links, the
other an identity bracelet, 62g (2)
£550-650

117.
An 18ct gold Italian bracelet,
the plaited, textured strap with box
snap clasp and safety catches, marked
750 Italy, 26.9g £500-700
113.
A collection of jewellery
and watches, including a gents and a
lady’s Seiko, various necklaces, a silver
St Christopher on chain from Georg
Jensen and more (parcel)
£60-100
114.
A collection of vintage
modern jewellery, including a
marked dolphin bangle, a rolled
bangle, a 925 marked brooch
more (parcel) £60-100

and
925
gold
and

109.
A modern 9ct gold ingot
pendant on chain, together with a 9ct
gold flattened link chain and a 9ct gold
chain necklace, 23.3g (3) £200-300
Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

118.
An Art Deco string of
graduated oval amber beads, the
strung necklace with replaced silver
clasp, 35g £300-500

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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119. A collection of jewellery,
including a large quantity of costume
jewels such as earrings, necklaces and
more, some items marked 925 (parcel)
£80-120

120. An 18ct gold diamond
solitaire ring, brilliant cut circular
diamond in eight claw white gold
setting on a yellow metal shank,
approximate diamond weight 1.10ct,
approximate ring size I, 2.9g £300-500

123.
A
contemporary
cubic
zirconia 14ct gold dress ring, with
heart shaped cut stone in three claw
setting, approximate ring size L, 1.7g
£50-100

124.
A 9ct gold diamond dress
ring, the multiple set diamond target
style ring centred with 0.20ct brilliant
cut diamond on a basket mount on
yellow metal shank, approximate ring
size K, 3.8g £100-150

127.
An early 20th Century gold
and platinum diamond set stick pin,
the old cut stones in millegrain setting
to arrow head and feathers on yellow
gold arrow body, 6.2 cm long, 2.9g, in
blue fitted associated box £100-150

128.
An early 20th Century
diamond and coral stick pin, the pink
pear shaped coral bead surmounted in
a mixed cut diamond petal mount on a
yellow gold pin, total length 7cm, 1.6g
£100-150

129.
A precious opal yellow metal
stick pin, the oval claw set white
precious opal on a yellow metal pin
with indistinct marks, 6.5 cm long,
2.4g £100-120

121. An early 20th Century five
stone oval cabochon turquoise gold
dress ring, shank stamped 18 with
makers mark S H & Co, approximate
ring size L, 3.7g £120-150
125.
A 19th Century gold and
citrine mourning ring, the cushion cut
stone in wreath setting on a bifurcated
shank, approximate ring size M, 3.7g
£100-150
122. An Art Deco zircon and
diamond dress ring, the circular
mixed cut blue zircon in six claw
setting flanked by raised baguette cut
diamond set shoulders, all in white
metal, unmarked, approximate ring
size K, 6.9g £250-350
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126.
Three gold rings, comprising
a 22ct gold Bravingtons wedding
band with engraved decoration,
approximate ring size R, 3.5g, together
with two 9ct gold wedding bands,
approximate ring sizes L and X, 4g
(7.5g total) £100-150

130.
A 9ct gold garnet cluster
pendant, the oval mixed cut stones
within a cruciform style cluster in
claw settings, marked to reverse on a
9ct gold multi linked chain, pendant
4.5cm x 3.5cm (with bale) 10.9g
£120-180
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131.
A 9ct gold diamond set heart
shaped pendant, and chain, the
multiple brilliant cuts in claw setting in
white and yellow metal, pendant 3cm
x 2.5cm (including bale), 6.2g
£150-200

132.
A pair of yellow metal circular
rimmed folding spectacles, and case,
18g in total £100-150

135.
Six contemporary rings, five
gem set, one plain wedding band,
mostly 14ct gold, total weight 19.8g
(6) £200-300

139.
A quantity of 9ct gold
necklaces,
pendants,
including
crucifixes, cultured pearl drops,
diamond pendants etc, 19g £150-200

136.
A 9ct gold propelling tooth
pick, with engine turned decoration,
5.6g £100-120
140.
A 14ct gold diamond set
bangle, 9.4g, together with a green
tourmaline and seed pearl bangle,
11g, and two 9ct gold bangles 6.2g,
total weight 25g £300-500
137.
A pair of Continental 14ct
gold mixed colour cufflink and tie clip
set, marked Manning, stamped 585,
19g £250-300

133.
Three pairs of Baltic amber
earrings, a pair of paste set gold
earrings, a single heart shaped earring
and another pair together with a
collection of gold and gem set earrings
£150-200

141.
A Chinese silver gilt enamel,
coral and turquoise set finger
ornament, converted to a brooch,
together with a Chinese 14ct gold and
nephrite baton bracelet (2) £120-180
138.
A small quantity of costume
jewellery, including a 15ct gold garnet
set stick pin, a silver dress ring, various
items of gilt and silver jewels etc
£120-150

134.
A collection of 9ct gold
earrings, together with a 9ct gold heart
shaped locket, 9ct gold charm, a pair of
diamond set earrings (unmarked) and
an 18ct gold St Christopher pendant,
total gold weight 14g £150-200

142.
Three 9ct gold bracelets,
including a harp linked example, baton
and curb link, 14g £120-180

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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147. A collection of costume
jewellery, including four Jasperware
Wedgwood brooches/pendants, a
cased string of simulated pearls, a
Victorian gilt metal knot bangle, a
WWII base metal and mother of pearl
campaign bayonet brooch and various
other costume jewellery £50-80
143.
Three 9ct gold pendants,
including a crucifix, an Aries ram
and a wishbone, together with a
yellow metal money clip and a 19th
Century fob yellow metal pencil with
bloodstone terminal, total gold weight
17.2g £150-200

144.
A collection of gold and
base metal open lockets, one with
photographic portrait of a young girl
£100-150

145.
A 15ct gold square shaped
open faced locket, with black and
white portrait of a gentleman, total
weight 6.7g £100-150

148.
A collection of Victorian and
later silver jewellery, including a pair
of white metal riding boots united by
chain, various silver rings, silver plated
locket and other items £40-60

149.
A late 19th Century 18ct
marked diamond stick pin, in an
ivorine case together with a tooth
mounted stick pin in leather case
£60-80

150.
An 18ct gold five stone
diamond ring, the old cut stones in
claw setting, approximate ring size I,
3.8g together with an old cut diamond
solitaire in a yellow metal shank
marked 18ct, 0.25ct, approximate ring
size M, 2.2g (2) £150-250

152.
A 9ct gold amethyst bangle,
af, 6.3g together with a belcher link 9ct
gold necklace and 9ct gold sovereign
mount, 6g, total weight 12.3g
£100-150

153.
A late Victorian yellow metal
and citrine fob, the faceted sphere
mounted on gold bracket enabling
spinning together with a seed pearl
9ct gold floral crescent spray brooch
and a horseshoe brooch (3) £50-80

154.
Four 9ct gold signet rings,
one with gypsy paste stone setting,
another with engraved shoulders, 17g
in total (4) £150-200

155.
Of Maritime Interest: A high
carat gold signet ring decorated with
anchor marked 21c, 10g together with
a naval sweetheart brooch for HMS
James Fletcher (2) £180-220

146.
A small collection of costume
jewellery, including a silver and
enamel drop pendant, a pair of rose
quartz earrings, another pair, a green
hardstone fish pendant, two pairs of
9ct gold earrings and various other
items £100-150
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om

151.
A 9ct gold curb linked albert
converted to a bracelet, and fob,
32.5g (2) £300-500

156.
A 19th Century shell cameo
of oval form, carved as Hebe feeding
eagle in gold mount, 5.2cm x 4.2cm
and another modern example 3cm x
2.2cm (2) £120-180
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157. A
small
collection
of
mourning jewellery, to include a jet
oval locket with porcelain mount, a
bog oak carved brooch, various gold
and base metal lockets, stone set box
back Victorian brooch and other items
£100-150

158. An art deco diamond solitaire
ring, platinum set with diamond chip
set shoulders on a yellow metal shank
marked 18ct, approximate ring size O,
2.6g £100-150

161.
A pair of 18ct gold diamond
ear studs, the cluster settings set
with brilliant cuts claw set, each stone
0.07ct, seven stones in each stud, total
0.90ct £400-600

162.
A contemporary Art Deco
style diamond and white metal set
dress ring, centred with a cluster of
navette shaped brilliant cuts flanked
by two fans of baguette cuts all in
claw settings in a white metal shank,
unmarked, approximate ring size P
£300-500

164.
A pair of Paspaley cultured
pearl and diamond drop earrings, the
large oval cultured white pearls on
a loop with removable diamond set
ear piece, pearl 15mm x 13.2mm, in
original box with receipt and shop bag
£1000-1800

165.
A 9ct gold bangle, a 9ct gold
curb link bracelet, a pair of continental
green paste ear studs, a pair of
amethyst ear studs and other earrings,
34g £300-500

159. A 19th Century Continental
yellow metal topaz set ring, the
cushion mixed cut within a raised
square setting, on a circular shank
with stylised punt, approximate ring
size N, 11.3g £200-300
163.
A matched suite of coral
jewellery, comprising a yellow metal
oval linked bracelet marked 750 to
box clasp, a pair of stud earrings and
a yellow metal cabochon ring marked
750 to outer shank £400-600
160. An unmarked and untested
yellow metal albert curb linked chain,
40g £350-450

166.
A quantity of costume
jewellery, including an early 20th
Century 18ct gold lady’s trench
wristwatch dated London 1921,
together with three other lady’s
wristwatches, a Miracle paste set
brooch and various other costume
jewellery £60-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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167.
A 9ct gold suite of synthetic
yellow sapphire jewels, comprising
pear shaped cut rope set pendant,
mixed oval rope set ring, pair of pear
shaped drop earrings and a pink
sapphire synthetic 9ct gold set dress
ring, total weight 25g £200-300

168.
An Egyptian gold and blue
paste set dress ring, marked 750 to
inner shank, a 9ct gold cluster dress
ring, a 14K marked dress ring, silver
locket and horse stick pin, total gold
weight 9g £120-180

171.
A late 19th Century yellow
metal and enamel American stick pin,
modelled as a military dress sword
bearing the American Eagle and shield,
22.4g £100-150

172.
A white metal and enamel
suite of Persian jewels, comprising
necklace, bracelet and pair of earrings
each with shaped petal design centred
with an enamel roundel of a bird and
flower together with a white metal bell
necklace pendant within a boxwood
Persian inlaid box £70-100

174.
A 9ct gold engine turned
propelling toothpick, together with
a gold brooch, and three gold stick
pins, total weight 10g together with
a collection of silver flatware, various
silver plated items and two boxes
£150-250

175.
A 9ct gold rope twist bar
brooch, a 9ct gold trillion cut rubellite
drop pendant, and a zircon and seed
pearl Art Nouveau style bar brooch
together with various other costume
jewellery including a garnet necklace,
paste set necklace, green orb and
other items, total gold weight 10g
£100-150

169.
An Italian contemporary four
linked mesh chain bracelet, with box
clasp and safety clasp, 21g £300-500

173.
An 18ct gold diamond set
flower head cluster ring, the seven
claw set brilliant cuts in a white gold
basket on a twisted yellow gold shank,
approximate ring size N, 4.9g
£300-500

176.
Four 18ct gold rings,
comprising a five stone diamond and
sapphire dress ring, approximate ring
size N, a five stone diamond dress ring
with scroll setting approximate ring
size L, an 18ct gold gypsy set diamond
signet ring approximate ring size K and
an 18ct gold wedding band in white
and yellow gold approximate ring size
L (4) £200-300

170.
An amber boulder pendant,
the yellow stone with gilt metal bale,
13g £50-100
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om
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177. An Arts and Crafts style moss
agate bracelet, the five oval cabochons
alternately set with pierced rose links
£50-80

178. A small collection of Tibetan
silver, coral and resin jewels, including
a re-strung silver and red bead
necklace, an unstrung coral necklace
and a gold and turquoise matrix
bracelet £100-200

179. A 1970s tri colour 9ct gold
Cleopatra style fringe necklace, and
matching tri colour bracelet, total
weight 105g £1000-1200

181.
A cultured pearl three strand
graduated length necklace, the
uniform knotted pearls on a 9ct gold
and garnet set cluster clasp together
with a contemporary yellow metal and
pearl ring, total weight 64g £100-150

182.
An 18ct gold contemporary
sapphire and diamond dress ring, the
three oval mixed cut blue stones with
alternate set brilliant cut diamonds
in rows of three and two, all in claw
settings marked 750 to inner shank,
approximate ring size L, 5.1g £200-300

185.
A Continental yellow metal
and seed pearl brooch or pendant,
the central pearl surrounded by six
stylised leaves against a rope twist
setting marked 14K to reverse, 10g
£120-180

186.
A 9ct gold rope twist necklace,
and a 9ct gold Taurus pendant and
rope twist chain, 22g £200-300

183.
An 18ct gold textured
wedding band, the slightly domed
white gold hallmarked to inner shank,
approximate ring size L, 7.8g £100-150
187.
A quantity of silver and
costume jewellery, including silver
bangles, pendants, ingots, pill
boxes, thimble, base metal Art Deco
necklaces, a simulated cherry amber
graduated necklace and various other
items £80-120

180. A contemporary heavy silver
bangle, hinged clasp with adzed
decoration, dated 1964 £50-100

184.
A white metal sapphire and
diamond set dress ring, the illusion
set diamond surrounded by six circular
mixed cut sapphires on a textured
shank, approximate ring size L, 6.3g
£100-150

188.
Ten loose marquise cut
diamonds, total weight 1.28ct,
(weighed) together with a few
diamond chips £250-350

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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189. An Edwardian 9ct gold seed
pearl and ruby pendant, modelled
as a wrapped sweetie marked 9ct
to reverse, 3.6g (af) together with a
Continental white metal open faced
lady’s fob watch with heart shaped
face, white enamel face £60-80

190. An Art Deco and onyx
diamond drop pendant, the old cut
suspended diamond within an onyx
oval with diamond set brackets with
suspended pear cut diamond and
diamond set bale on a white metal
oval link chain possibly platinum,
central diamond 0.50 ct, total weight
7.9g £1000-1500
191. A quantity of costume
jewellery, including a selection of
gilt metal chains, three bar padlock
bracelets, gentleman’s cufflinks and
simulated pearls £40-60

192. An 18ct gold diamond, ruby
and yellow sapphire bee brooch,
the yellow sapphire abdomen with
brilliant cut diamond wings and ruby
eyes in an Annabel Jones box, 10g,
2.6cm x 2.7cm wide £400-600
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193.
A quantity of amber style
beads, including a middle eastern
resin prayer bead string, a horn
necklace and other items £100-150

194.
A string of amber pebble
beads, in toffee colour, 50cm, 37g
£100-150

197.
A Victorian white metal
chain, a gilt metal and hardstone fob
seal, white metal gothic brooch and
a contemporary silver and amethyst
brooch £50-80

198.
A quantity of coral, paste and
hardstone beads, including two rosary
examples £50-100

195.
A Continental 18ct gold
ruby set horse brooch, modelled as
a prancing horse with ruby plume to
mane marked 750 to reverse, 7.8g
£250-300

199.
Two silver bangles, a
collection of silver necklaces, various
silver rings, two Stratton compacts, an
enamel costume brooch and various
other items of costume jewellery
£50-100

196.
Anton Michelsen silver and
enamel daisy brooch, marked to back
together with a David Andersen silver
and enamel orchid brooch £50-100

200.
An Edwardian topaz and
diamond drop pendant, the two oval
pink mixed cut topaz stones in colette
settings with old cut diamond spacer,
0.33ct, on a fine gold chain, total topaz
weight approx 5cts, 4.6g £1200-1400
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209.
A contemporary cultured
pearl and rough coral necklace, 60 cm
£40-60

201.
A
contemporary
smoky
quartz and 9ct gold brooch, the oval
mixed cut stone in scroll setting, 2.5cm
x 2cm together with a sterling marked
Caribe cultured pearl brooch and
earring set £120-180

202.
An Art Deco diamond and
platinum brooch, of architectural
ovoid form, the old cut stones in
millegrain setting, unmarked, 4.2cm x
2cm £600-800

205.
A Continental yellow metal
ram head and horn shaped brooch,
with applied scroll decoration, 6.8g
£400-500
210.
A moonstone and amethyst
drop pendant, the oval moonstone
in six claw setting surrounded by six
circular mixed cut amethysts, 2.3g
£200-300

206.
A contemporary alexandrite
and diamond set dress ring, the
triangular cushion mixed cut central
stone in three claw setting with
diamond set shoulders to an 18ct
gold yellow setting and shank, central
stone 2.75ct, with a Gem and Pearl
Laboratory report dated 1st December
2018, ring size N, 5g £2000-3000

203.
An 18ct gold and platinum set
five stone diamond ring, the brilliant
cuts in claw setting on yellow gold
shank, central stone 0.15ct, ring size
M, 2g £250-300
207.
A quantity of miscellaneous
silver and hardstone jewellery,
including a banded agate brooch,
a mother of pearl and white metal
brooch, various silver chains, a silver
and Wedgwood brooch, carved cameo
plaque, and various other items
£100-150
204.
An 18th Century Scottish
silver Plaid brooch, the circular niello
work decoration with engraved hinged
pin, the reverse dated 1779 with
initials IM and AC, 6.6cm diameter
£300-500

208.
A pair of marcasite and green
paste stylised floral drop earrings,
marked 925 to back in case
£40-60

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

211.
A rose quartz and garnet
white metal set necklace, the rose
quartz spheres alternately set with
garnet pebbles united by white metal
links £30-50

212.
A collection of contemporary
amber and hardstone set silver
jewellery, including a modern amber
and silver dress ring, two silver
amber pendants, a pair of earrings, a
labradorite bracelet, a contemporary
moss agate ruby and diamond toggle
pendant and other items £100-150

213.
A pair of yellow metal gem
set oval pendant drop earrings,
centred with a pair of cabochon oval
aventurine quartz surrounded by two
bands of circular mixed cut white
sapphires, marked 18k to butterflies
£80-100

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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214.
A pair of onyx and emerald
cufflinks, carved black onyx centred
with cabochon emerald united by
silver gilt chain £70-90

215.
A Chinese jade square carved
pendant, on gold mount and yellow
metal chain, panel carved with gourds,
7.5g £350-400

219.
A David Andersen silver and
enamel butterfly brooch, marked
to reverse together with another
Norwegian silver and enamel butterfly
brooch in sky blue £120-180

220.
A Continental gold, diamond
and sapphire serpent bracelet, the
worked serpent head set with rose
cut diamonds to eyes and cabochon
sapphire head and snap clasp, 19cm,
13g £1500-2000

223.
An Edward VII half sovereign
pendant on chain, the 1904 half
sovereign in heart shaped pendant on
fine chain, 9.3g £150-250

224.
An Edward VII full sovereign
pendant on chain, 1909 sovereign in
collar setting and curb linked chain,
12g £220-280

216.
A pair of mother of pearl
and emerald cufflinks, the octagonal
panels centred with cabochon
emeralds united by silver gilt chain
£60-80
221.
A contemporary 9ct gold
topaz and diamond cluster dress
ring, and a 9ct gold and diamond set
wedding band, both ring size M, 5.5g
together with a Pulsar lady’s dress
watch £150-200

225.
An Art Deco gold and seed
pearl fine chain necklace, the navette
shaped scroll links alternately linked
with seed pearl spheres and chain
links, total length 40cm, 4.4g
£200-300

217.
A pair of white metal and
lapis lazuli cufflinks, the spherical
beads on fixed white metal batons
with silver backs £40-60
218.
A David Andersen silver and
enamel leaf brooch, and clip earrings
marked to reverse together with a
Norwegian silver and enamel leaf
brooch in gold and yellow
£120-180
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222.
An 18ct gold bi colour watch
chain, the flattened oval triple bar
yellow gold links alternately set with
three white metal oval links with T bar
and snap clasp, marked 18ct to bar
and clasp 11.7g £150-200

226.
A collection of silver charms
and other white metal jewellery,
including a Chester hallmarked
miniature mirror, a silver Pinocchio, a
silver mounted snail, various filigree
white metal and other items £50-100
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227. A David Andersen silver and
enamel leaf brooch, (af) together with
a Norwegian silver and enamel orchid
brooch in white £50-80

228. A contemporary diamond
and black opal 18ct gold dress ring,
the oval cabochon cut black opal in
twelve claw setting surrounded by
a collar of brilliant cut diamonds in
millegrain setting on a basket type
gallery and yellow metal shank, ring
size O, 8.3g £700-900

229. A large tear cut citrine drop
pendant, on a white metal chain,
pendant 5.8cm x 3.2cm £80-120

230. An amethyst necklace and
drop pendant, the oval mixed cuts
supporting a pear shaped example,
total amethyst weight approximately
22cts £500-700

231.
An Edwardian diamond set
swallow bar brooch, the rough cut
diamonds set to bodies and wings on
a yellow metal setting, 6.1g, 5.7 cm
£120-180

232.
A novelty diamond and
enamel tortoise dress ring, the tablet
top with domed translucent green top
set with sunken old cut diamonds with
graduated diamond set bezel having
an articulated head and tail, all on
yellow metal setting and shank, 7.8g,
ring size O £180-220

235.
A contemporary diamond
and sapphire heart shaped drop
pendant, on an 18ct white gold oval
linked chain, approximate diamond
weight 1ct and approximate sapphire
weight 1ct £800-1000

236.
Two cased Art Deco dress
stud sets, one set with aventurine
quartz on 9ct gold back the other
marked 9ct £80-120

237.
A pair of gold, enamel and
ruby centred gentleman’s cufflinks,
the roundels with scroll settings
centred with circular mixed cut stones
with white enamel banding, 10g
£100-200
233.
A collection of five gold rings,
including two white opal cluster rings,
a garnet and diamond dress ring, an
amethyst dress ring and a gentleman’s
carnelian signet ring with carved
Hercules to stone, total weight 17.3g
£150-250
234.
A collection of loose stones,
including a cushion mixed cut fire opal,
a synthetic colour change alexandrite
and a quantity of loose opals
£50-100

238.
A quantity of silver charms,
including a Continental white metal
and enamel Egyptian mummy, a
novelty egg, articulated fish, various
fruit, teapots and other items £70-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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239. A novelty S Mordan & Co
propelling pencil, modelled as a
spinning top with retractable shaft
bearing registration mark, engraved
WT marked to top £80-120

240. A Russian Henrik Wigstrom
gold and enamel egg, the guilloche
green body with ribbed lower and
upper section, marked to bale;
Wigstrom was a Fabege workmaster
4.3g £200-400

241. A 19th Century Essex reverse
painted rock crystal stick pin, long
haired dog mask, on a gold chain
linked mount and replaced pin, 7cm
long, total weight 8.5g £300-500

242. A 19th Century seed pearl
posy ring, on a pierced and scroll
yellow metal shank in a fitted leather
fold out case, ring size M 1/2 together
with a pair of yellow metal oval gold
cufflinks, 9ct gold citrine pendant and
chain and two brooches £150-200
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om

243.
A yellow metal wedding
band, size P and a 9ct gold gem set
engraved wedding band size P 1/2,
total weight 7g (2) £100-150

244.
A quantity of 9ct gold
jewellery, including two necklaces,
pair of earrings, bracelet, others and
a lady’s gold dress watch, total weight
20g £200-300

245.
An Art Deco Cartier London
multi gem set ladybird brooch, with
coral body, lapis lazuli head with
diamond set eyes on a gold body
marked Cartier London with double
pin with French strike marks in red
Cartier box, 5.6g £6000-8000

246.
An amber graduated bead
necklace, the toffee coloured beads
with screw clasp, 59g, largest bead
19.5mm diameter £300-500

247.
A collection of gold jewellery,
including various gem set rings, a gem
set bracelet, gold curb link bracelet, a
charm bracelet and other items, 39g
£350-400

248.
A collection of silver costume
jewellery,
comprising
bracelets,
necklaces, hardstone set rings,
earrings and other items £60-80

249.
A 9ct gold diamond set bi
colour tennis bracelet, 20cm max
length, 12g £120-180

250.
A pair of late 19th Century
yellow metal and garnet drop pendant
earrings, the circular mixed cut tops
with filigree surround supporting pear
shaped cut stones in similar setting
with hoop backs, drop 3.3cm, 8g
£400-600
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251.
A small collection of amber
and garnet set jewellery, including an
amber bracelet and pair of earrings
and two garnet necklaces and a heart
shaped rose quartz pendant £100-150

252.
A black opal and gold
pendant, the tear cut opal within
a floral mount, total length 14cm x
1.6cm wide £300-500

253.
A 9ct gold mystic topaz
pendant, on a fine gold chain, 13g
£250-350

254.
A white opal drop pendant,
the pebble shaped stone in a four claw
setting marked 9K on a curb link chain,
6.1g £150-250

255.
A 19th Century hardstone
cameo brooch, the carved profile
of a classical female head in an
archaeological revivalist decorated
mount with a glazed box back to
reverse, 5cm x 4cm, 27g £800-1000

256.
An 18ct gold diamond three
stone graduated drop pendant, the
modern brilliant cuts in claw setting,
largest stone 0.37ct, 6.5 £500-700

257.
A Continental multi gem set
and diamond floral drop, marked 585
together with an 18ct gold 0.25ct set
diamond drop pendant £250-350

258.
Two pairs of bi metal earrings,
marked 750, 12g £200-300

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

259.
A pair of diamond and gold
750 marked channel set cuff earrings,
the five brilliant cuts each 0.7ct, 6.3g
£220-280

260.
A 19th Century sardonyx
cameo, with carved three quarter
length portrait of a young girl encased
in a plain gold mount and pin, 3.5cm x
2.6cm, 9.6g £300-500

261.
A three stone diamond
crossover dress ring, the 0.75ct
diamonds in channel setting, total
diamond weight 0.75ct, ring size Q
£200-300

262.
Four gem set gold rings,
including two diamond and sapphire
examples, a white opal dress ring and
a sapphire, ruby and emerald example,
total weight 13.9g £250-350

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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263.
A 10ct bi colour gold necklace
and matching ring, with engraved
floral design, marked 10k, 26.6g
£300-500

264.
A 9ct gold curb linked charm
bracelet, with eight gold charms
including Donald Duck, a mouse trap,
one of the seven dwarves and other
items, 37.9g £400-600

265.
An emerald and diamond
cluster ring, the 18ct gold cluster ring
centred with an emerald cut stone
surrounded by brilliant cut diamonds
all in colette 18ct white gold setting
on a basket gallery and yellow 18ct
gold shank, emerald approximately
1.5ct, diamond weight approximately
0.50ct, ring size L 1/2 £1600-1800

266.
An 18ct gold abalone and
diamond set drop pendant, on a fine
curb linked 18ct gold chain, 5.3g
£120-180
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267.
An amber and silver mounted
necklace, the oval amber pendant
with a white metal collar on a leather
necklace, together with two carved
coconut shell Balinese necklaces
£50-100

271.
A
contemporary
silver
Scottish butterfly brooch, a pair of
silver earrings, a 9ct white gold and
diamond set cross together with
various other gilt metal and gold ear
studs £100-150

272.
An amethyst five stone dress
ring in 9ct gold setting, ring size N 1/2
and a Continental sapphire dress ring,
ring size O (af), 3.6g £40-60
268.
A large quantity of costume
jewellery, including a pair of paste set
cuff earrings, various beads and other
items £100-150

269.
A collection of silver and
enamel Pat Cheney jewellery,
comprising a pair of Deco style
pendants, matching earrings and pin
£100-150

270.
A sapphire and diamond
dress ring, the oval cut sapphire in
claw setting with diamond set raised
shoulders on a white metal shank,
sapphire 1.4ct, ring size L £400-600

273.
An 18ct gold contemporary
diamond and pearl drop necklace, the
brilliant cut diamonds set to chain and
pendant drops supporting a pair of
pear shaped cultured pearls, 11.8mm
x 9.1mm, 14g £500-800

274.
A suite of 18ct gold cultured
pearl and diamond jewels by Mikura,
comprising necklace, bracelet and
earrings in a naturalistic style setting,
all boxed £500-800
23

275. A ruby and diamond three
stone ring, the circular mixed cut ruby
flanked by two brilliant cut diamonds
in claw setting on an 18ct gold shank,
ruby 1.27ct, diamonds 0.60ct, ring size
N £1600-1800

276. A quantity of costume
jewellery, including a miracle
necklace, bracelet, silver brooches,
costume brooches, beads and other
items £80-100

277. A 9ct gold Aries pendant on
chain, a Victorian knot bangle (af),
turquoise bar brooch, together with
an 18ct gold diamond and sapphire
dress ring, a silver and enamel brooch,
a pussy cat silver bookmark and
another ring, total gold weight 20g
£200-300

278.
An amber bead knotted
strung necklace, the graduated toffee
coloured beads 31g £200-300

279.
A contemporary 9ct gold
ruby and diamond set pendant, with
matching earrings in fitted case
£60-80

280.
A three stone ruby and
diamond ring, the oval mixed cut ruby
flanked by two brilliant cut diamonds
in platinum claw settings in an 18ct
gold yellow metal shank, ruby 0.68ct,
diamonds 0.25ct, ring size N £500-700

281.
An early 20th Century yellow
metal brooch, modelled as a bear
on a log with engraved decoration,
unmarked, 10.6g, 3.5cm £200-300
Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

282.
An S Mordan & Co 9ct gold
slide propelling pencil, of lozenge
shape with retractable propelling
pencil together with a gold plated
example and a 9 ct gold cased pocked
knife £150-200

283.
A 9ct gold house key, 12g
£120-180

284.
A modern jade and mother of
pearl pendant, on 18ct gold rope twist
chain with 9ct gold clasp, 7.9g
£100-150

285.
A certified ruby and diamond
dress ring, the cushion mixed cut
central Burma ruby surrounded in
an art deco style pierced navette
shaped setting on a yellow metal
shank marked 585, accompanied with
a GCS certificate no 77101-99 dated
15/5/2017 stating natural corundum
variety ruby origin Myanmar Burma
weight 1.01ct, diamond weight 0.40ct,
ring size M £1800-2000

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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286.
A 19th Century shell cameo
on gold mount, with seed pearl frame,
the oval cameo carved depicting a
portrait of a young classical maiden,
engraved verso Elizabeth MK, 15g
£100-150

287.
An 18ct gold half hoop
diamond set eternity ring, the ten
brilliant cuts in channel setting all in
yellow gold, ring size M, 3.1g
£120-180

288.
A Continental yellow metal
and three stone set dress ring, set with
sapphire, ruby and green sapphire in
claw settings on a shank marked 750,
ring size Q, 4g £120-180

289.
A commemorative 10th
anniversary of the wedding of the
Prince and Princess of Wales 14ct
gold circle of roses, ring set with five
diamonds and five sapphires, ring size
N with certificate and box £120-180
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290.
A sapphire and diamond 18ct
gold dress ring, the oval mixed cut
sapphire in four claw setting set with
a trio of brilliant cut diamonds, all in
white metal on a shank marked Swiss
750, sapphire 6cts, diamond weight
0.55ct, 4.6g, ring size L £3600-4000

291.
A pair of silver gilt cufflinks,
a collection of gold dress studs 4g, a
pair of silver and enamel cufflinks and
various others £80-120

293.
A collection of gold, including
two 22ct gold wedding bands, 3.9g,
two continental gold crosses, one
marked 750, 1.5g, two 9ct gold curb
link bracelets, 60g, a 9ct gold necklace,
5g, a Greek Acropolis pendant, an I love
you charm, 2.7g and a small collection
of scrap gold including a gold tooth
crown, 4g, total weight 78.3g
£800-1200

294.
A collection of silver jewels,
including a curb link necklace, three
silver lockets, silver watch chain,
anchor pendant and others £100-200

292.
A Victorian silver gilt and
agate buckle bracelet, the four
carved curved panels with engraved
mountings and chain set with an
ornate buckle clasp, marked GU for
George Unite and dated 1856, 24cm,
some damage to agate £100-200
295.
A peridot and diamond
flower head ring, the circular mixed
cut peridot surrounded by old cut
diamonds in colette setting on a yellow
metal shank bearing Continental strike
marks, peridot 2.79ct, diamonds
approximately 1.20ct, ring size M, 6.8g
£1600-1800
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296.
A small collection of costume
jewellery, including a cherub brooch,
various chains and pendants £50-100

297.
A small collection of 19th
Century jewels, including a micro
mosaic oval floral plaque, an enamel
oval panel with painted scene of
Montreux, a pair of pietra dura
earrings (af), a pair of lava cameo
ovals and other items £120-180

299.
Two Baltic amber knotted
strung necklaces, and a 19th Century
gold plated part muff chain and other
costume jewels £50-100

300.
A certified natural pearl and
diamond drop pendant, the central
button pearl flanked by claw set old
cut diamonds supporting a diamond
set chain and tear shaped pearl in
fitted box, with accompanying GCS
certification report number 78169-98
dated 18/7/2018 stating pearls are
natural salt water with good to very
good lustre £5000-7000

302.
A sapphire and diamond
cluster ring, the cushion cut central
blue stone surrounded by old cut
diamonds with fleur de lys shoulders
and a white metal shank, sapphire
1.62ct, diamond weight 1.20ct, ring
size L £1200-1500

303.
An 18ct gold diamond set
gypsy ring, a three stone amethyst
yellow metal 18K marked ring, two
9ct gold rings and a St Christopher
pendant, total weight 11g £150-250

304.
A 19th Century ruby and
diamond child’s ring, the step cut
ruby flanked by two old cut diamonds
with leaf shoulders on a yellow metal
shank, ring size L, 1.6g £80-120
298.
An early 20th Century 9ct
gold serpent bangle, by Saunders and
Shepherd, with engraved head and
scales, tail af, 13g £100-150

301.
A certified Burma ruby and
diamond garland brooch, in fitted
Tessier case, the graduated pear
mixed cut rubies in claw settings
surrounded by modern brilliant cut
claw set diamonds, all in white metal
marked 750 with accompanying GCS
certificate report number 5777-9874
dated 24/4/2017 approximate 4.70ct
ruby, natural corundum variety rubies
origin Myanmar Burma, diamonds 5ct,
13g £3500-4000

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

305.
An Edwardian amethyst and
opal yellow metal ring, the marquise
cut amethysts alternately set with
pairs of opal cabochons on scroll
settings, ring size M 1/2 £180-220

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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306. An emerald and diamond
14ct gold crossover ring, the claw
set circular cut stones in white metal
on a yellow metal shank marked 14K
stamped Wahing, diamond 0.33ct
approx, ring size R £120-180

307. An Art Deco pearl and
diamond dress ring, the central pearl
set with diamond shoulders in fleur
de lys setting in yellow metal shank,
worn, pearl 8.2mm, ring size O
£120-180

308. An Edwardian 18ct three
stone ruby and diamond chip ring,
the central mixed cut ruby, a synthetic
replacement, flanked by two oval
mixed cut natural rubies, set with four
diamond chips on a scroll gallery on
yellow metal shank with worn marks,
ring size P 1/2 £300-500
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309.
A 19th Century Grand Tour
hardstone and glass cameo, with
profile of a Roman gentleman together
with two other cameos and a suite of
abalone jewellery £100-150

312.
A contemporary 18ct white
gold ruby and diamond dress ring, the
oval mixed cut ruby in colette setting
surrounded by brilliant cut pave set
diamonds approximate diamond
weight 0.80ct, ring size N 1/2, 9g
£500-700

310.
A diamond solitaire ring,
the old cut diamond in claw setting
on a white metal unmarked shank,
diamond 1.08ct, ring size K 1/2
£850-950

313.
An 18ct gold three stone
emerald and diamond set ring, the
emerald cut claw set central stone
flanked by two illusion set diamonds,
ring size J, 3.6g £250-350

311.
A contemporary yellow
and colourless diamond pendant,
the tablet set with six canary yellow
brilliant cut diamonds in yellow metal
claw settings surrounded by a border
of brilliant cut colourless diamonds
and similar set bale with scroll
pierced back hallmarked 14ct gold,
approximately 1.25ct diamonds, total
length 2.5cm x 1.3cm wide
£500-700

314.
A contemporary sapphire
and diamond square cluster ring, the
step cut sapphire in four claw setting
surrounded by brilliant cut diamonds
on a white metal shank marked 750,
ring size K, 4g £150-250
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315.
A three stone emerald and
diamond ring, the step cut emerald
flanked by two brilliant cut diamonds
in claw setting, yellow metal shank,
emerald 0.67ct, diamonds 0.44ct, ring
size O £1000-1200

318.
An old cut diamond three
stone ring, in white metal claw
setting and shank, central stone
approximately 0.30ct flanked by two
smaller 0.25ct, ring size P, 2.2g
£200-300

319.
A Victorian half sovereign 9ct
gold mounted ring, dated 1893, ring
size N, 8.6g £120-80
316.
An Art Deco three stone ruby
and diamond dress ring, the navette
shaped white metal setting set with
a circular mixed cut ruby and illusion
set diamonds on a yellow metal shank
marked 18ct, together with a yellow
metal wedding band with applied
emerald and diamond cluster setting,
5g total weight £100-150

317.
An Art Nouveau diamond set
crossover dress ring, the claw set old
cut diamonds within a floral whiplash
design with stylised petals set with
diamond chips in white metal, all
backed in yellow metal and shank, ring
size I 1/2, 2.9g £120-180

321.
Two gem set 9ct gold
gentleman’s rings, including a
cornelian signet ring, ring size V and a
garnet example, ring size Q (2)
£80-120

322.
A continental high carat gold
and synthetic ruby dress ring, 5g,
together with a garnet and diamond
18ct gold three stone ring, 2.6g a 14ct
gold QVC ring and two other 9ct gold
rings, total weight 16g £200-300

323.
A three stone old cut
crossover diamond ring in 18ct gold,
together with a diamond solitaire (2)
£100-150

320.
A sapphire and diamond
marquise shaped dress ring, the
rectangular mixed cut sapphire
surrounded by old cut diamonds,
diamond set shoulders in white metal
on yellow metal shank, sapphire
0.36ct, diamonds approximately
0.70ct, ring size O 1/2
£850-950

324.
A Victorian solitaire 18ct
gold diamond ring, the old cut claw
set stone in a bamboo type setting
engraved and dated to inner shank
F & M June 21st 1900, ring size O,
diamond 0.25ct, 3.5g £120-180

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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325. A late 19th Century three
stone diamond ring, three old cut
claw set diamonds in 18ct gold, central
diamond 0.63ct flanked by two 0.15ct,
ring size L £500-700

326. A contemporary 9ct gold
heart shaped locket, and chain, and a
similar oval example, together with an
engraved cross and associated chain,
total weight 29g £250-350

327. Two 9ct gold necklaces, one
rope twist example, the other fancy
linked, 20g £200-300

328. A 9ct gold graduated curb
linked bracelet, together with a
9ct gold four bar and padlock clasp
bracelet, 30g £250-350
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329.
A 9ct gold citrine pendant
and chain, an amethyst example, a
continental jade pendant and chain
and another £150-200

330.
A pair of flower green
tourmaline and seed pearl drop
earrings, with screw backs £150-200

331.
A collection of gold gem set
and hoop earrings and studs, total
weight 18g £150-200

332.
A collection of silver and
costume jewels, including an albert
and medallion, silver ingot, an enamel
silver St Christopher and various other
costume jewels £100-150

333.
A collection of contemporary
silver and 9ct gold gem set cased
pendants and earrings, including
black pearl, amethyst and malachite
£100-200

334.
A white metal silver nurse’s
buckle, with daffodil design together
with a pair of modern silver napkin
clips and a pair of silver and blue
enamel cufflinks £100-150

335.
A Victorian aquamarine and
gold suite of jewellery, comprising
a pair of drop earrings and matching
brooch in fitted case, the earrings
set with three oval mixed cut stones
with disc style decoration, matching
brooch, 13.5g £1200-1500

336.
Eight silver bracelets, various
decorations, one amethyst set
example and a silver bangle 146g
£80-100
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337. A
contemporary
silver
curb link albert necklace, an amber
necklace, a fancy link silver necklace
and two cultured pearl necklaces
£80-100

338. A five stone brooch, the old
cut diamonds in claw setting on a
plain bar with pin and clasp, diamond
weight approximately 0.5ct
£120-180

339. An 18ct gold and platinum
set five stone diamond ring, the
graduated eight cut diamonds with
central modern brilliant cut in claw
setting on yellow metal shank, ring
size P, 2.9g £120-180

340.
A pair of Benoit 18ct gold
sapphire and diamond heart shaped
ear clips, the centres set with light
and dark blue graduating sapphires
surrounded by brilliant cut diamonds
with clip backs, marked 750, in fitted
case, approximately 4ct diamond and
6.8ct sapphire £3500-4000

343.
Three 9ct gold gentleman’s
rings, including a wedding band and
two signet rings, one with shield
design, 8g £80-100

344.
A 14ct gold diamond set
dress ring, the princess cut claw set
stone with baguette set shoulders in
white and yellow metal marked 14K,
ring size L, 3.3g £200-300
341.
A 9ct gold tigers eye pendant,
the oval cabochon in four claw setting,
gold backed, 7.9g £80-100

342.
A diamond solitaire ring,
the brilliant cut in illusion setting on
a yellow metal shank, marks rubbed,
diamond approximately 0.25ct, ring
size M 1/2, 3g £200-300

345.
An early 20th Century
diamond floral drop pendant, the
central flower head surrounded
by sinuous stems set with old cut
diamonds having a leaf and flower
hinged drop, all set in platinum on
yellow metal mount, total 4.2cm long
x 3.5cm £1200-1500

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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346. A 9ct gold gentleman’s
diamond chip dress ring, ring size V,
3.3g £50-80

347. A Victorian suite of gold
and diamond jewels, comprising a
slave bangle set with three gypsy set
old cut diamonds, a matching locket
and a ribbed hollow necklace with
locket clasp, all in satin gold, central
diamond of bangle approximately
0.75ct flanked by two 0.5ct examples,
locket diamond approximately 0.5ct
flanked by two 0.40ct examples in a
fitted velvet and leather case, rubbed
marks to bangle, no other apparent
marks, locket monogrammed verso
£5000-7000

348. A quantity of costume jewels,
including a marcasite and enamel
angel fish brooch by Bomarc, a
collection of various beads, paste set
brooches, two automatic gentleman’s
wristwatches, a miniature pendant
in white metal of the Madonna and
other items £70-100
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349.
A 9ct gold bracelet, a 10ct
gold American college signet ring, and
a quantity of gold ear studs and other
items, total gold weight 24g £200-300

353.
A small quantity of leather
and velvet covered antique jewel
boxes £30-50

350.
A Continental black opal,
baroque pearl 14ct gold brooch,
modelled as a woman about to bathe
in a pool, marked to reverse with
jewellers monogram, stamped 585,
3.6cm x 3.2cm, 19.5g £1600-1800

354.
A large quantity of costume
jewellery, including malachite bead
necklace, a haematite necklace,
various miracle costume brooches,
a pair of gilt metal and paste set clip
earrings and various other items
£100-150

351.
An early 19th Century gold
and enamel navette shaped brooch,
centred with painted miniature of
young girl with song bird and cage
surrounded by a blue and white
enamel border with swag decoration
£200-300

355.
A 19th Century gold and
enamel mourning necklace, the oval
links with black panels with gold dots,
45cm long, 17.4g £800-1000

352.
A collection of silver and gilt
metal cufflinks, including a pair of
tiger’s eye examples and various tie
slides £60-80

356.
A 15ct gold knot and twist
baton opera length chain, with snap
clasp, marked 15ct, 38.2g £1200-1500
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357.
A pair of late 19th Century
Chinese jade and gold panel drop
earrings, carved with gourd and leaf
design, the screw back roundel long
link drop supporting carved jade,
panels 4.7cm max £600-800

360.
A pair of Victorian gold shell
drop earrings, the circular drops
centred with stylised beads with hoop
fittings, 3.5cm max long £500-600

361.
A pair of reverse painted
rock crystal Essex intaglio cufflinks,
modelled as horses heads, mother
of pearl backing, gold backs and links,
1.2cm diameter £1000-1200
358.
A contemporary sapphire
and diamond drop pendant, mixed
pear cut sapphire surrounded by claw
set modern brilliant cut diamonds, all
supported on a 9ct white gold fine
link chain, sapphire 0.6ct, diamonds
approximately 0.40ct
£600-800

359.
An Edwardian demantoid
garnet and ruby set frog bar brooch,
the gem stones set in yellow metal on
a safety pin style bar, 4.1cm long
£500-600

362.
A 19th Century turquoise,
diamond and gold oval drop pendant,
in the Holbeinesque style, the
oval cabochons with large centre
surrounded by old cut diamonds
within a floral border supporting a
diamond and tear shaped drop on
a yellow metal square linked chain,
diamonds approximately 1.20ct, 24.5g
£1200-1500

363.
A pair of Kurt Wayne 18ct
gold and diamond set ear clips, the
textured scrolls with applied bands
of modern brilliant cut claw set
diamonds, stamped KW 18K 2192,
approximate diamond weight 3ct
£3000-3500

364.
A 19th Century coral and
enamel cross and heart pendant, the
cross drop supported on a fine gold
chain with matching cabochon coral
heart with box back set with scroll hair
£800-1000

365.
A Chinese fluorite carved
gold set pendant, carved as an
immortal standing in long robes within
a landscape, with gold mounted bale,
7cm max high x 3.4cm £500-800

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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366.
A pair of Art Deco diamond
and platinum set drop earrings,
the diamond set studs supporting
a pierced set scroll fan with three
graduated diamond drop set chains
with post backs in fitted Dibdin & Co
box, diamond weight approximately
3.30ct £5000-6000

367.
An Edwardian gold and
enamel seed pearl circular locket,
in fitted J C Vickery case, the circular
pendant with blue guilloche enamel
centred with seed pearl with applied
gilt scroll design, hinged to reveal
an open setting for photograph, the
reverse engraved 9th July 1912, max
3.5cm, diameter 2.4cm £800-1000

368.
A Continental high carat gold
retro style chevron linked bracelet,
with snap clasp, safety clasps marked
with shell to tongue of clasp and with
monogram EG, 94.9g, 19.5cm max
long x 3cm wide £2500-3000
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369.
A 19th Century Italian coral
and gold mounted fringe necklace,
the oval chain links supporting oval
drops with box cabochon snap clasp,
tongue marked with clover and bird
strike marks, max length 43cm
£1600-1800

370.
A 19th Century Chinese
knotted strung turquoise bead
necklace, each bead with carved scroll
and Chinese character marks with
silver gilt filigree clasp, 53cm max long
£500-800

371.
A contemporary 18ct gold
plaited bangle, with buckle stirrup
type clasp marked 750, internal
measurement 6cm x 5cm £600-800

372.
A certified emerald and
diamond set gold bangle, the
octagonal cut emerald in claw setting
surrounded by brilliant cut diamonds
and graduating diamond set shoulders
on a pierced bangle with safety chain
with accompanying GCS certificate
report number 79187-60 dated
19/11/2018 stating natural beryl
emerald from Columbia, 1.6ct with
minor clarity enhancement, diamonds
approximately
1.50ct,
internal
measurement of bangle 5.7cm x 4.9cm
£3000-4000

373.
A silver modernist Finnish
pendant, after a design by Tapio
Werkkala, the four graduating circles
set together on a plain silver torq
in original box, marked to drop and
torque clasp £400-600

374.
A contemporary silver and
amber pin, by Gay Crichton Miller,
a cultured pearl bracelet, paste set
brooch and various other items
£50-100
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WATCHES & TIMEPIECES

375.
A modern Raymond Weil
Automatic stainless steel gentleman’s
wristwatch, 42mm case, bronze
coloured dial with date aperture, Ref.
2730, with glazed panel to reverse,
serial no. K125110, appears to run,
scratching to case, on brown leather
strap with RW clasp £300-500

376.
A
modern
Frederique
Constant quartz ladies wristwatch,
32mm case, rose gold coloured with
mother of pearl dial set with diamonds
and having date aperture, scratched
and signs of wear £100-200

377.
A
modern
Breitling
Chronograph quartz stainless steel
gentleman’s wristwatch, 44mm case,
multi function digital and analogue
dial, ref. A68362, serial no. 300037,
some signs of wear and not tested,
with spare link, in box, some letters
loose, with paperwork and outer box
£600-800

378.
A 1970s Omega Seamaster
Automatic stainless steel gentleman’s
wristwatch, 39mm case, square blue
dial with batons and date aperture,
appears to run, no. 372708931 and
166.0138, some scratching from wear,
on later stainless steel bracelet
£250-350

379.
A 1960s Tudor 9ct gold cased
presentation gentleman’s wristwatch,
34mm case, satin dial, appears to run,
engraved inscription to reverse, on
later gold plated strap £100-150

380.
A 1960s Omega Automatic
Seamaster stainless steel gentleman’s
wristwatch, 34mm case, baton and
Arabic numerals to dial, appears to
run but AF, 15012236 and 501 Cal, on
later black leather strap £100-200

381.
A c1970s Omega De Ville
manual wind gold plated lady’s
wristwatch, 23mm hexagonal case,
appears to run, on later brown strap
£50-100

382.
A 1960s Omega Automatic
Seamaster De Ville 9ct gold cased
gentleman’s wristwatch, 35mm
case, satin dial with batons and date
aperture, appears to run, movement
no. 25339997 and 565 Cal, on a later
750 marked bracelet, 69.4g £600-1000

383.
An early 20th Century gold
plated full hunter pocket watch with
stopwatch facility, white enamel
dial with subsidiary seconds and
minute dial for stopwatch, appears
to function, case numbered 200713,
complicated movement with number
but not visible £80-120

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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384.
An early 20th century
Longines small silver pocket watch,
the niello work case with white
enamel dial and numbered 577231,
appears to run £60-100

385.
Two early 20th Century gold
plated pocket watches, one an open
faced Elgin, the other a full hunter
by Waltham, both appear to run,
together with an Art Deco travel alarm
clock with tambour cover, marked M
(3) £60-100

388.
A
late
19th
Century
continental 18ct gold cased lady’s
open faced pocket watch £50-100
391.
A
c1980s
Rolex
Date
Oyster Perpetual gilt stainless steel
gentleman’s wristwatch, 34mm case,
ref. 15505, dial with batons and date
aperture, appears to run, gold plated
stainless steel bracelet no. 78351 with
integrated lugs, sold with a Rolex box
£1200-1800

389.
A group of five modern
fashion watches, all boxed, including
a Ben Sherman, Gucci, Storm, Pierre
Cardin and a Rotary (5) £50-100

392.
A modern Omega 9ct gold
lady’s cocktail wristwatch, 21mm case,
oval black dial, manual movement 625
cal, appears to run, having integrated
textured link bracelet, 31.2g £200-300

386.
A Victorian 18ct gold lady’s
pocket watch by J.C. Peters, with
engraved dial and case, appears to
run, minute hand loose, hallmarked to
rear and dust cover, 45.5g, presented
in a Peters & Son of Cambridge box
with key (4) £150-250
387.
A Victorian silver open faced
gentleman’s pocket watch by Samuel
Sharpe, appears to run, cased dated
1873, with short silver plated chain
£100-200
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390.
A c1970s Rolex Datejust
Oysterquartz
stainless
steel
gentleman’s wristwatch, 37mm case,
ref. 17000, dial with batons and date
aperture, appears to run, on stainless
steel bracelet stamped 17000, with box
and International Service Guarantee
from 2007, pad and booklets (6)
£1500-2000

393.
A modern Rotary Elite 9ct
gold lady’s wristwatch, 14g, in Rotary
box (2) £80-120
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394.
A late 1960s or early 1970s
Omega Automatic Seamaster Cosmic
gold plated gentleman’s wristwatch,
34mm cushion shaped case, ref.
165022, baton numerals to dial,
appears to run, on an Omega gilt strap
£200-300

395. A collection of vintage
watch and clock repairer’s tools
and parts, including a Tissot Seastar
Seven glass removal set in box and a
single example, along with two small
plastic boxes of parts and other items,
punches, dies and much more, needs
to be viewed (parcel) £100-150

397.
A vintage watch staking set
by Favorite, in wooden box, lacks one
punch £50-100

398.
A collection of watches and
spares and other items, including
a WWII brass compass, along with
pocket and wristwatches and
movements and spares, and three
cased Manx Rally medallions (parcel)
£100-200

400.
A vintage Longines wristwatch
and other watches, the c1939 trench
style Acier Inox Staybrite case with
Longines movement, not running, on
leather strap, together with a Wenger
stainless steel watch, a UTI in box and
three other watches (parcel) £80-120

401.
An Art Deco Bravington’s
Renown 9ct gold cased gentleman’s
wristwatch, 23mm wide rectangular
case having silver dial with Arabic
numerals, appears to run, on leather
strap, with Bravingtons box (2)
£150-250
402.
Two silver open faced pocket
watches, one a Continental late 19th
century example, the other with top
winder by Kay’s, both appear to run
and AF (2) £50-100

396.
A collection of Ronda watch
balance staff, in six Bakelite boxes
numbered 1 to 6, with drawers also
numbered and containing many
plastic capsules, with several booklets
(parcel) £50-100

399.
A c1950s Tudor platinum
lady’s cocktail dress wristwatch,
17mm case set with clear stones to
the bezel, appears to run, on a 9ct
white gold strap £300-500

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

403.
A 1980s Rotary 9ct gold lady’s
wristwatch, together with an early
20th century 14ct marked open faced
lady’s pocket watch and a modern gilt
Ingersoll example (3) £120-180

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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404.
A 1970s Avia 9ct gold lady’s
wristwatch, 14.2g, AF £100-150
408.
A Victorian 18ct gold open
faced pocket watch by G. Blackhurst
& Son of Warrington, Chester 1857,
enamel dial, cracked, with Roman
numerals, not working, 88.8g total,
hallmarked to dust and rear cover
£600-800

412.
A 1960s Jaeger Le Coultre 9ct
gold cased gentleman’s wristwatch,
33mm case, gilt satin dial with batons,
appears to run, inscription engraved to
reverse, on a 1960s 9ct gold bracelet,
50g £400-600

405.
A group of five watches, one
a gents Rotary, lacks back and AF, one
marked Longines and others, plus a
bracelet (8) £50-100

406.
A
late
19th
Century
continental 18ct gold cased open
faced pocket watch with base metal
dust cover, AF, with an 18ct gold watch
chain, 14.8g with a gold plated watch
snap clasp £400-600

407.
An early 20th century
Longines
silver
gentleman’s
wristwatch, c1910, 35mm circular
case, enamel dial marked “Longines
L. Kramer & Co Le Caire”, with a
subsidiary dial, appears to run, lacks
winder, on a leather strap. Provenance:
this watch belonged to the vendor’s
grandfather , Major Wanley Tennant
of the Middlesex Regiment £150-250
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409.
Three Victorian silver open
faced pocket watches, one large
example marked George F. Willis
Northwich, another smaller pocket
watch by J.W. Benson and a larger
example, with keys, two pouches and
a box (parcel) £150-200
410.
A 1960s Avia 9ct gold
presentation gentleman’s wristwatch
of Chelsea Football Club interest,
33mm case, satin dial with batons,
appears to run, engraved to reverse
with “Chelsea FC Hon. Steward
14.3.69”, on later expanding strap, in
original Avia box (2) £60-100

413.
A modern Seiko Melodies In
Motion wall clock, Ref. QXM265BT,
appears to work and function, 46cm
high £50-80
414.
Two modern gentlemen’s
wristwatches, one a Stauer automatic
moonphase, in box, the other Novet,
in a Poljot box (4) £50-80

415.
A small group of watch
repairing tools and keys in oak box,
together with three timepieces in
wooden bases, a Goliath pocket watch
in stand and a gold and enamel bezel
from a pocket watch (parcel) £60-100
411.
A group of four gold cased
watches, including a gents Benson,
and a Vertex, box with engraved case
backs, together with a 14ct gold Sabro
and another in 9ct gold with a 9ct gold
strap (4) £100-200
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416.
A vintage Tudor lady’s watch
box, together with a Rolex watch tag
and a Longines long watch box (3)
£50-70

417.
Two modern Omega red
watch boxes, both with outer card
boxes £50-100

418.
A c1950s Zenith Pilot stainless
steel gentleman’s wristwatch, 33mm
case, two tone dial with Arabic and
batons, appears to run, serial no.
8503716, on brown leather strap
£80-120

420.
A modern Hamilton gilt
and stainless steel gentleman’s
wristwatch, 33mm case, ref. 6210, on
dark brown leather strap £50-80

421.
A
c1980s
La
Grande
Classique de Longines stainless steel
gentleman’s wristwatch, 30mm case,
ref. L4 635 2, on later expanding strap
£80-120

425.
A fine Art Deco Tiffany & Co
platinum and diamond set lady’s
evening cocktail dress wristwatch,
the engraved rectangular case 14mm
by 24mm, appears to run, having
band of black glass beads and a band
of eight cut diamonds to the bezel,
marked to dial, crown set with three
rose cut diamonds, on a black cotton
strap £2000-3000
426.
An interesting pocket watch
vesta case by W&P and other watches,
including a Seiko quartz 8223-7120 T,
a vintage Romana automatic, a Rotary,
an Indiglo and a Pelex together with a
coin holder (7) £60-100

422.
A 1970s Garrard automatic
9ct gold gentleman’s wristwatch,
34mm case, satin dial with date
aperture, appears to run, engraved
inscription to rear cover, on brown
strap £80-120
423.
A retro Girard - Perregaux
gilt gentleman’s evening dress
wristwatch, 31mm square textured
case with round dial, appears to run,
on black strap £50-100

419.
A
modern
Zenith
Cosmopolitan gilt and stainless steel
gentleman’s wristwatch, 35mm case,
appears to run, on black strap and
with Zenith long watch box (2)
£50-100

424.
A vintage Longines watch
box, brown leatherette heightened in
gilt, appears to be for a lady’s cocktail
watch, 20cm by 9cm £50-70

427.
An early 20th century
Longines 18ct gold open faced pocket
watch, 4.9cm wide, with engraved
silvered dial with Arabic numerals,
lacks seconds hand to subsidiary,
stamped 18k to outer and dust cover,
engraved Paul Garnier Horloger De La
Marine Paris to dust cover, with top
winder, appears to run, 62.5g
£300-500

END OF AUCTION

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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